The following course and program proposals have been approved by Fiona Lees, Enrolment Services, on behalf of SCTP. Highlighted text in pink are queries to/information for units.

SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
Department of Natural Resource Sciences

B.Sc.(Ag.Env.Sc.); Specialization in Applied Ecology (24 cr.) – complementary course added. Rationale: Provide another dimension of an area that will enhance pedagogy of the specialization.

Department of Plant Science

B.Sc.(Ag.Env.Sc.); Specialization in Soil and Water Resources (24 cr.) – required course deleted; required courses added; note removed from list of required courses; required courses credits increased; complementary courses deleted; complementary courses added; separate lists of complementary courses consolidated into one list; note added. Rationale: Updates to courses. Course credits were not correctly listed in the program.

Faculty of Education
Department of Integrated Studies in Education

Certificate in Education First Nations and Inuit (60 cr.) – description, how complementary courses to be chosen revised, complementary courses number and title changes, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, streams specified. Rationale: Response to the needs and request of the Cree School Board. ES Comments/Corrections: Will there be issues when reporting to MELS concerning which stream students choose, or will the courses taken make their area of specialization obvious?

B.Ed. in Teaching English as a Second Language; TESL Elementary and Secondary (120 cr.) – required course added, required courses credits increased, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, number of credits of English and other complementary courses to be chose decreased, how courses to be chosen revised, complementary courses credits decreased. Rationale: More specific methods courses needed.

Certificat d’études supérieures en pédagogie de l’immersion française (15 cr.) – program title, required course deleted, required courses credits decreased, complementary courses added, complementary courses credits increased. Rationale: Program title revised to clarify the focus of the program; courses added to avoid the possibility of no courses offered in any term. ES Comments/Corrections: revise rationale to indicate that the existing “Certificat d’études supérieures en enseignement immersif” will be retired via this proposal. ES agreed to revise the effective date to 201501 because there are currently no students in this new program.

B.Ed. in Kindergarten and Elementary Pédagogie de l’immersion française (120 cr.) – required courses deleted, required courses added, descriptive sentence within list of required course revised. Rationale: Updates to courses. ES Comments/Corrections: required courses credits correct at 93, therefore revise list of required courses accordingly. According to rationale, EDEE 325 was to be added to list of complementary courses but it does not appear within that group. Was this an oversight?

B.Ed. in Kindergarten and Elementary; Jewish Studies (120 cr.) – required courses deleted, required courses added. Rationale: Updates to courses. ES Comments/Corrections: According to rationale, EDEE 325 was to be added to list of complementary courses but it does not appear within that group. Was this an oversight?

B.Ed. in Kindergarten and Elementary Education (120 cr.) - required courses deleted, required courses added, complementary courses description paragraph deleted. Rationale: Updates to courses. ES Comments/Corrections: Delete from rationale that EDEE 325 is being added to list of complementary courses, as it is already within that group.

M.A. in Teaching and Learning; Non-Thesis - Science and Technology (60 cr.) – required course deleted, required courses credits decreased, complementary courses added, how complementary courses to be chosen revised, complementary courses credits increased. Rationale: To provide students more flexibility.
SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions [continued]

M.A. in Teaching and Learning; Non-Thesis – Mathematics (60 cr.) – required course deleted, required courses credits decreased, complementary courses added, how complementary courses to be chosen revised, complementary courses credits increased. Rationale: To provide students more flexibility.

Ph.D. in Educational Studies; Mathematics and Science Education (0 cr.) – description, complementary courses added, how complementary courses to be chosen, complementary courses credits increased, elective courses credits specified. Rationale: Courses added to meet students’ needs in areas of interest. Secretary’s note: GPS consulted - the existing description can be replaced [as per Associate Dean Nilson].

Department of Kinesiology and Physical Education

B.Ed. in Physical and Health Education (120 cr.) – required courses deleted, required courses added, required courses title and credit weight changes, required courses credits increased, how complementary courses to be chosen revised, complementary courses credits decreased. Rationale: Improve students’ ability to make links between theory and teaching practice; updates to courses. ES Comments/Corrections: Is this just a partial listing of the program - has the 15 credits of Electives been omitted or deleted?

Retirements

Faculty of Education
Department of Integrated Studies in Education

Certificate in Education First Nations and Inuit Physical Education (60 cr.). Rationale: This program becomes a stream within the Certificate in Education for First Nations and Inuit.

Faculty of Medicine
Department of Family Medicine

M.Sc. in Experimental Medicine; Family Medicine (45 cr.). Rationale: New degree program M.Sc. in Family Medicine approved by the MESRST in March 2014.

SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New

Faculty of Education
Department of Integrated Studies in Education

EDEE 253 Kindergarten Classroom Ped (3 cr.) [PRN 9068]. ES Comments/Corrections: Should the restriction include “Not open to students who have taken EDEE 250” as per rationale?

EDEE 273 Elementary School Science 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 9069]. ES Comments/Corrections: Should the restriction be indicated as “Not open to students who have taken EDEE 275” as per rationale? PENDING APPROVAL OF THE $15 FEE BY THE FEE ADVISORY COMMITTEE.

EDEE 283 Teaching Social Studies (3 cr.) [PRN 9070]. ES Comments/Corrections: Should the restriction also include that it is not open to students who have taken EDEE 282 as per rationale?

EDEC 646 Sociocult&Epist Underst of Sci (3 cr.) [PRN 9075]. ES Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviations revised.

EDEC 647 Sociocul&Epist Underst of Math (3 cr.) [PRN 9088]. ES Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviations revised.

Department of Kinesiology and Physical Education

EDKP 100 Introduction to P&HE in Quebec (3 cr.) [PRN 9048]. ES Comments/Corrections: Should the restriction include “Not open to students who have taken EDKP 226 and EDKP 394”?

Revisions

Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
Department of Natural Resource Sciences
SOIL 535 Ecological Soil Management (3 cr.) [PRN 8768] – prerequisites. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Delete course titles from prerequisites.

**SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES**

**Revisions** [continued]

Faculty of Education

Department of Integrated Studies in Education

EDEC 237 Mi’kmaq Heritage Language 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 8882] – title.
EDEC 270 Algonquin Heritage Language 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 8868] – number, title, administering faculty/unit, restrictions. Affected programs indicated. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Has the School of Continuing Studies approved this change, as they are currently the Administering Unit? PENDING APPROVAL BY THE SCHOOL OF CONTINUING STUDIES.

EDEC 272 Algonquin Language 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 8870] – number, administering faculty/unit, restrictions. Affected programs indicated. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Has the School of Continuing Studies approved this change, as they are currently the Administering Unit? PENDING APPROVAL BY THE SCHOOL OF CONTINUING STUDIES.

EDEC 273 Algonquin Language 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 8871] – number, restrictions. Affected programs indicated.
EDEC 275 Mohawk Heritage Language 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 8872] – number, title, administering faculty/unit, restrictions. Affected programs indicated. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Has the School of Continuing Studies approved this change, as they are currently the Administering Unit? PENDING APPROVAL BY THE SCHOOL OF CONTINUING STUDIES.

EDEC 277 Mohawk Language 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 8874] – number, administering faculty/unit, restrictions. Affected programs indicated. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Has the School of Continuing Studies approved this change, as they are currently the Administering Unit? PENDING APPROVAL BY THE SCHOOL OF CONTINUING STUDIES.

EDEC 278 Mohawk Language 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 8875] – number, restrictions. Affected programs indicated.
EDEC 288 Inuktitut for Beginners (3 cr.) [PRN 8876] – number, administering faculty/unit, restrictions. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Has the School of Continuing Studies approved this change, as they are currently the Administering Unit? PENDING APPROVAL BY THE SCHOOL OF CONTINUING STUDIES. Affected program indicated as Yes but programs not listed – this information is required for “simple change”.

EDEC 289 Inuktitut Orthography&Grammar (3 cr.) [PRN 8877] – number, restrictions. Affected programs indicated.
EDEC 342 Inter Inuktitut/Amerindian Lang (3 cr.) [PRN 8878] – number, restrictions. Affected programs indicated.
EDEC 353 Third Yr. Prof. Sem. (K/Elem) (3 cr.) [PRN 9060] – title. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Transcript title revised to spell out “3rd”; Calendar title revised to include “Year” as it was included in the transcript title.
EDES 361 Teaching Secondary English 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 9071] – prerequisites. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Indicate Web Registration Blocked for Prerequisites to read “No”, as the prerequisite indicated cannot be programmed in Banner.

Department of Kinesiology and Physical Education

EDKP 253 Movement Education (2 cr.) [PRN 9055] – credit weight, title, description, restrictions. Proposal submitted for affected program. **ES Comments/Corrections:** All course numbers in the prerequisites need the subject code to be
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Revisions [continued]

EDKP 443 Research Methods (3 cr.) [PRN 9056] – prerequisites. ES Comments/Corrections: Indicate No for program affected, as changes to a course’s prerequisites does not affect programs.

Dean’s Office

EDFE 306 Third Field Exp. (Kind/Elem) (8 cr.) [PRN 9072] – prerequisites. ES Comments/Corrections: Effective date revised to read “201509” because the revised prerequisite contains a new course that is only effective 201509. EDFE 406 Fourth Field Exp. (K/Elem) (7 cr.) [PRN 9073] – prerequisites. ES Comments/Corrections: Effective date revised to read “201509” because the revised prerequisite contains a new course that is only effective 201509.

Faculty of Law

BUS1 532 Bankruptcy and Insolvency (3 cr.) – number, restriction. ES Comments/Corrections: Include a restriction change that indicates “Not open to students who have taken BUS1 432.” List all affected programs and one UG eCalendar edit in the rationale.

Faculty of Medicine

Integrated Program in Neuroscience

NEUR 610 Functional Neuroanatomy (3 cr.) – title, credit weight, description, schedule type/hours per week, prerequisite. ES Comments/Corrections: Indicate existing description, indicate existing prerequisites as “None”, indicate total hours/week. The description on the course proposal form and the syllabus must be identical – revise one or the other. Program revision proposals are needed for the Ph.D. and M.Sc. in Neuroscience. APPROVAL PENDING SUBMISSION OF TWO PROGRAM REVISION PROPOSALS.

School of Nursing


Retirements

Faculty of Education

EDEE 297 Mohawk Language 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 8874]. Affected programs indicated. See proposal for EDEC 277. Comments/Corrections: PENDING APPROVAL BY THE SCHOOL OF CONTINUING STUDIES.

SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Retirements [continued]
EDEE 298 Mohawk Language 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 8875]. Affected programs indicated. See proposal for EDEC 278.
EDEE 341 Inuktitut for Beginners (3 cr.) [PRN 8876]. See proposal for EDEC 288. Comments/Corrections: PENDING APPROVAL BY THE SCHOOL OF CONTINUING STUDIES. Affected programs indicated as Yes but no program listed – this information is need for “simple change”.
EDEE 342 Inter Inuktitut/Amerind Lang (3 cr.) [PRN 8878]. Affected programs indicated. See proposal for EDEC 342.
EDEE 344 Adv Inuktitut/Amerindian Lang (3 cr.) [PRN 8879]. Affected programs indicated. See proposal for EDEC 344.

Faculty of Law
BUS1 432 Bankruptcy and Insolvency (3 cr.). Affected programs to be listed within rationale. See proposal for BUS1 532.

Cindy Smith, Secretary to SCTP